samedi GmbH is a young and innovative company located in the heart of Berlin. We developed a Software as
a Service (SaaS) solution to form a network of partners in the health care sector. samedi® supports the
coordination between doctors, patients and insurance companies and offers a wide range of possibilities to
improve the collaboration of everyone involved in the health sector. This includes for example the online case
management and online appointment booking for patients. Our product is already being used by tens of
thousands of doctors and medical professionals for over five million patients. For the further development of our
nationally and internationally awarded product (from LeWeb, Financial Times, German Government) we are
looking for a

JavaScript / Ruby on Rails Software Engineer (m/f)
As a JavaScript / Ruby on Rails developer you support our IT department with the long-term development and
improvement of our product as well as the implementation of new features. Furthermore you are helping with
the day-to-day tasks, especially with bug-fixing and corrections. We are looking for experienced, team-oriented
and responsible employees who are able to solve problems independently by using and expanding their
knowledge.

Your area of responsibility includes:





Write high quality and secure that plays well among different browsers
Help define and develop new features
Code refactoring and improvements to reduce the complexity and increase the agility of the system
Train and guide other developers in JavaScript / Ruby on Rails best practices

Your profile:






You successfully completed a professional training or study course in information technology
JavaScript or Ruby on Rails could easily be your second native language
You have a solid knowledge of one or more frameworks: ExtJS, Backbone or AngularJS
Ideally you are familiar with HTML, CSS, SASS and LESS and the technology behind these stylesheet
languages
Test culture

We offer you:






An attractive position with various possibilities to advance your personal development in an expanding
company
Exciting and diverse activities as well as new challenges and the possibility to gain a lot of experience
Being part of a leading eHealth-provider at Europe’s technological forefront
A familiar corporate atmosphere with team-events, shared Monday breakfasts, table football etc.
A fast-acting, creative and young team that works with a lot of passion and fun to realize new ideas to
fundamentally improve the healthcare sector for doctors and patients

If you think you are the right person for this job and fulfill the requirements, we are looking forward to your
application. Please specify the first possible date of availability as well as your salary expectations.
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